Svenska
Leonbergerklubben
PRESENTATION FROM THE SWEDISH LEONBERGER CLUB
The clubs board was changed at the general meeting in 22/3. So we are all new at our positions. It
will take some time for the new board to get all versed in the commitments of the club. But we do
our best. The club had at the end of August 815 members
The Swedish kennel club has decided to accept our revision on RAS (Breeding strategies). The new
document are valid from 1/1 2015 until 31/12 2019 The goal for the next five years is. To broaden
the genetic base and the genetic variation within the breed. That the breed´s average inbreeding
does not exceed 2.5% based on five generation pedigree. The document is available at our website
www.slbk.com Since the founding of LPN2 was made after the revision of RAS. We have asked The
Swedish Kennel club to accept that to be written in as well.
During 2013 45 Litters were born in Sweden with a total of 258 puppies.
During 2013 295 Leonbergers were registered in at the Swedish Kennel club.
The club has arranged five special shows during this year. And one annual show in Skutskär for all
breeds. The winners in the specials this year has been.
Strängnäs 3/8 Judge Puppies Charlotta Mellin Adults Camilla Karlsson Entries 93
BOB Namupalan Bling Smack Chap

BOS Duvasgårdens Tovas Toulouse

Hässleholm 17/5 Judge Gunnar Nymann Entries 51
BOB Namupalan Bling Smack Chap

BOS La Dolce Lunas Dream Pearls for me

Varberg 13/7 Judge Guido Perosini

Entries 74

BOB Duvasgårdens Tovas Toulouse

BOS Cool Comeby Nasch Vom Vietingshof

Gimo 13/9 Judge Charlott Sandberg

Entries 59

BOB Namupalan Bling Smack Chap

BOS Duvasgårdens Tovas Toulouse

And we have one show left in Sundsvall 11th October
Our Leonbergers also gets nice placements at The Swedish Kennel Clubs shows group finals. They
also have quit a lot of BIS placements and even some BIS titles. And first in line stands Namupalan
Bling Smack Chap whit an extraordinary performance this year, owned and handled by Jessika
Lindberg Junehall
Our working lions also did well this year with placements and champion titles as result.
Viljanshofs Listig som en räv won Swedish Mastership in water whit his owner and leader Lena
Svensson. He is the first Leonberger that wins this competition.
Our breeding council is arranging a breeding conference this year with focus on RAS, BHP, joints,
genetics, ILPN, neurology, soundness and exterior.
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